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CHART VIII

OFFICE OF MAUNA KEA MANAGEMENT
Org Code: HIOMKM

DIRECTOR  #89407  1.00
SECRETARY III  #112735  1.00
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR  #89422  #90612F(W)@  2.00
ENVIRON. SAFETY SPEC. PBA  #77630  1.00
LEGAL COUNSEL  #90615F(W)@  1.00
FISCAL OFFICER  #90614F(W)@  1.00
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER PBB  #77867  1.00
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST PBB  #78409  1.00
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER  #90613F(W)@  1.00
CONSERVATION & RESOURCE OFFICER  3.00

@ Pending Establishment

General Funds – 6.00
Revolving Funds (W) – 7.00